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Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

School evaluation has evolved, in many countries, into a dual mode of internal and external evaluation that by tradition involves stakeholders such as school inspectors, principals and teachers in the process. It is also recognised that because school evaluation at its best can help to distinguish and promote good practice, identify weaknesses and hold schools accountable for the quality of education provided, it makes sense that other actors such as parents and students are also given a voice in the process of evaluation. While school inspectors and principals have in most countries a legislative remit for internal and external evaluation, other stakeholders such as parents and students are also coming to play a significant role in influencing school decision-making through the process of Internal evaluation or School self-evaluation (SSE) as it is known in some jurisdictions. Indeed, SSE is no longer viewed as the sole responsibility of principals and their senior leadership teams, but a more democratic participatory process that includes other stakeholders such as students and parents in the process (Brown et al. 2018).

This is a positive shift, as a wider range of perspectives is likely to offer more detailed and complex insights into the depths of the organisation (Chapman and Sammons 2013, 22). Key stakeholders such as parents and students (Odhiambo and Hii 2012) know the local context, and can therefore in theory, provide detailed knowledge, valuable insights, and constructive feedback on how to improve schools. In consequence, calls for greater participation in decision-making are often championed in the literature as a progressive way of making schools more democratic and more efficient (Mokoena 2011).

However, when it comes to granting roles to some of these actors in the realm of evaluation potential concerns are bound to emerge. The theory of stakeholder involvement in evaluating schools and teachers is one thing but enabling and accepting judgements from these groups is perhaps a very different matter. A considerable literature already exists outlining many of the issues that this process may entail. For example, recent research in England on the one hand and Holland, Portugal and Turkey on the other indicate responses ranging from strong hostility to muted concerns about the vague roles being accorded to parents and students in the process of evaluation. As such, our research that formed the basis for a three-year European Union funded project titled ‘Distributed Evaluation and Planning in Schools’ (DEAPS) that commenced in September 2017 and concludes in June 2019 set out to discover how the role of parents and pupils, is being received and implemented in schools and within this, to identify the hindering and facilitating factors that support parental and student involvement in SSE.

The project consortium consists of researchers from four different institutions (Universiteit Antwerpen in Belgium Flanders, Dublin City University in Ireland, Polytechnic Institute of Viseu in Portugal and University of Ankara in Turkey) whose countries have complementary, albeit different levels of autonomy for the inclusion of parents and students in school evaluation. The Belgium (Flanders) education system allows all school types significant independence in terms of school evaluation. The Ministry for Education and Training oversees how effectively schools, and the education system in general, are meeting the attainment targets and development objectives set by the government. However due to the very substantial autonomy enjoyed by schools, how and with whom schools conduct such internal evaluations is at the discretion of individual schools (Vanhoof, Deneire, & Van Petegem, 2011). Similar structures for parental and student engagement in SSE exists in Ireland. School administrators, teachers, students and parents are regarded in theory as the key stakeholders in the context of SSE.
However, consulting students or asking for their opinions is not common in the SSE process (Fleming 2011). Furthermore, the average level of parental participation in Irish schools is lower than the international average (Cosgrove and Gilleece 2012), and while Irish parents do have a high level of informal involvement in their child’s education, collaboration is less well developed on a formal level and typically involves them acting in a passive or reactive role (Byrne and Smyth 2011). In Portugal, since 1974, parental associations have been officially encouraged as a form of parent participation in decision making processes. A ‘general council’, a type of management board usually for a cluster of schools, is responsible for defining the guidelines for school activities and ensuring representation and participation of the school community as well as choosing the president of the council. This council is responsible for monitoring and evaluating the relationship between the school and families. In addition, families have the responsibility of overseeing the progress of their children in school (behaviour, discipline, education and training). In this context, families are informed about the status of students through parent-teacher meetings (Figueiredo, Ramalho & Rocha, 2017). Finally, in Turkey, family and student participation is more limited when compared with the other three partner countries. This is primarily because the role of parents and students in educational decision-making is not legally defined. However, even though student and parent participation is not included in legislation, student and parent opinions are usually sought in relation to school development and improvement activities, the work of the school principals (Tüzün and Sarışık, 2015), and in the evaluation of teacher performance (MoNE, 2018).

The core outputs for DEAPS (available on the multilingual project site: www.deaps.net) include the following:

- A synthesis of literature relating to DEAPS across Evaluation regimes
- The outcomes of the school surveys
- The outcomes of the school case studies
- The theoretical framework for practice
- A toolkit and MOOC to provide strategies for educators to implement DEAPS
- A module for Initial Teacher Education at second level
- An online training module to allow practitioners to develop skills in the design of DEAPS instruments

This interim report provides a summary of the first four outputs of the project.

The first paper presented by Gül Kurum and Sakir Cinkir (Ankara University - Turkey) and titled *Distributed School Evaluation and Planning across frontiers. An exploratory analysis of parent and student engagement in four European countries* provides a summary of the literature related to DEAPS.

The second paper presented by Jerich Faddar and Jan Vanhoof (University of Antwerp) titled *What DEAP surveys of school leaders in Belgium (Flanders), Ireland, Portugal and Turkey tell us about DEAPS in their schools reports on the surveys of school personnel in the four partner countries. The findings range from DEAP policies, professional development, practices and challenges in distributed evaluation and planning. This paper is presented by Jerich Faddar (University of Antwerp – Belgium (Flanders)).*

Leading on from this, the penultimate paper presented by Martin Brown (Dublin City University - Ireland) titled *What DEAPs case studies in in Belgium (Flanders), Ireland, Portugal and Turkey tell us about DEAPS in their schools,* provides a summary of research derived from case studies of evaluation practices in the four countries.

The final paper presented by Maria Figueiredo (Polytechnic of Viseu, Portugal) titled *Towards a conceptual framework for Distributed Evaluation and Planning in Schools* provides a theoretical basis for the practice of DEAPS. While this project aims to promote the inclusion of parents in SSE, a key concept in this paper is that DEAP practices benefits all members of the school community.

Martin Brown, DEAPS Project Coordinator - EQI, School of Policy and Practice, DCU Institute of Education
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Summary of DEAPS Research Papers
Distributed School Evaluation and Planning across frontiers. An exploratory analysis of parent and student engagement in four European countries

Presenting Authors
Sakir Cinkir and Gül Kurum

School inspection is a common practice across Europe and other countries. Combined with SSE and under the necessary conditions, it can act as an influential tool for school improvement that occurs through participatory decision making among various stakeholder such as parents and students. However, as stakeholders are granted a more active role in school evaluation; in practice, some stakeholders such as parents and students can assume varying degrees of participation depending on the availability of various instruments such as government mandated policies, strategies and supports that are available to enhance their participation in decision making processes.

The purpose of this study as part of a three year Erasmus+ funded study titled Distributed Evaluation and Planning in Schools (DEAPS) is to provide an analysis of policies, structures, processes and supports that are available in four partner countries (Belgium, Ireland, Portugal and Turkey). Document analysis was used for this study of which, 348 peer reviewed articles and 28 national and transnational policy documents were included in the final analysis.

School Evaluation has become a widespread practice for school improvement, yet the participation of parents and students is problematic to some extent. Ireland at a surface level appears to have more concrete policy frameworks for the inclusion of parents and students school evaluation. However, peer reviewed research carried out in Ireland over the last twenty years suggests that these instruments for inclusion have yet to gain a foothold in most Irish schools. In the case of Turkey, there is a significant lack of legislation and supports for stakeholder inclusion. In Belgium, as with SSE, it is left to individual schools to decide how to include stakeholders. Finally, in the case of Portugal, forms of involvement and the instruments available to parents are also lacking.

It would be reasonable to suggest that the student/parent voice agenda for participatory decision making in schools has been at the very most, aspirational through various government strategies and at the very least, tokenistic with no evidence of impact within the discourse of the student/voice literature. For this reason, while government and school-level policies and strategies should be developed to enhance students’ and parents’ engagement in school evaluation. There is also a significant need for further empirical research on the limitations and conditions necessary for stakeholder voice in education.

**Key Words:** Inclusion, Parent Voice, Student Voice, School Self Evaluation, Partnerships
What DEAP surveys of school leaders in Belgium (Flanders), Ireland, Portugal and Turkey tell us about DEAPS in their schools

Presenting Authors
Jerich Faddar and Jan Vanhoof

From a conceptual point of view, DEAPS is a promising approach for evaluation in schools that could be aspired to in different education systems. However, until now, little is known about the extent to which schools across different education systems are embedding student and parent voice in their SSE practices.

A survey among school management members of schools from Ireland, Belgium (Flanders), Portugal and Turkey reveal that the inclusion of these stakeholders in SSE is rather limited. In particular, the inclusion of parent voice in SSE is not very common across the different education systems.

Different (f)actors can hinder and facilitate the involvement of parents and students in SSE activities. Respondents across countries report that their schools are indeed allocating time and resources to the involvement of parents and students in SSE. In general, parents and students are rather not complaining that too little time is spent on them during SSE activities. Across all participating education systems, there are to a high extent national policies or regulations that stipulate the way that schools can deal with the involvement of parents and students in SSE. Results from the survey also indicate that schools are not providing training about SSE to students and parents.

Key Words: School Inspection, School Self Evaluation, Parent Voice, Student Voice, Governance
What DEAP case studies in Belgium (Flanders), Ireland, Portugal and Turkey tell us about DEAPS in their schools

Presenting Author
Martin Brown

Drawing on evidence derived from a series of twenty case studies of SSE practices that were carried out in four European countries (Belgium, Ireland, Portugal and Turkey), this research paper, as part of a wider examination of SSE, focuses on the extent to which the effort to give greater voice to parents and students is developing in practice. This is important not just in the four case study countries but more broadly since the effort to give parents and students a more significant role in school evaluation is an international phenomenon and so, we would suspect, are the issues, concerns and practical problems demonstrated in this research.

Evidence derived from the literature reviews shows that the four countries are, on the whole, supportive of parental and student involvement in SSE. Governments see such involvement as contributing to the improvement of the school and having a role to play in ensuring accountability. They also are overwhelmingly of the view that other key actors in the process, boards of managements and teachers are well disposed towards SSE. Thus, we can suggest that the theoretical and legislative frameworks of SSE are broadly understood and accepted.

However, at the more practical level of implementation the picture is a lot less positive. In the interview research principals suggest that certain groups of teachers are concerned about parental involvement in evaluation and believe that students are rather immature to be consulted on important matters. Some principals have similar views themselves alleging that only a small minority of parents are interested and even where they are interested, both stakeholder groups carry far less weight than views expressed by other actors such as the principals themselves, and teachers. Principals are though in agreement that at least part of the problem relates to resource issues, the provision of staff professional development and the lack of time in an era of increasing workloads.

Another dominant theme emerging from the teacher interviews is a degree of skepticism about the willingness of both parents and students to play such a role and doubts that either group has the experience or knowledge to make any serious contribution anyway.

This lack of enthusiasm is not lost on parents. While admitting that only a minority of parents care as long as the school is doing well, those that do realise that they are well down the pecking order when it comes to serious evaluation. After all principals admit that SSE data, is rarely discussed in detail with the parents as a whole, an omission that gives them a good understanding of their place.

Similarly, the students are well aware and frustrated that while they may be consulted about minor non-academic issues their views about matters of curriculum, let alone the performance of teachers are not sought nor welcomed.

In conclusion, it is quite difficult to be definitive about whether what we are seeing here is a meaningful emerging role in school evaluation for parents and students or an elaborate pretense designed to give the impression that such is the case while avoiding the dangers of a backlash from teachers who might fear such a development. Yet moving to a place, even in low stakes accountability environments such as Belgium (Flanders) and Ireland, where school and teacher performance could be evaluated by a range of stakeholders including parents and students is a tall order indeed.

**Key Words:** School Self Evaluation, Stakeholder Voice, Governance
Towards a conceptual framework for Distributed Evaluation and Planning in Schools

Presenting Author
Maria Figueiredo

Quality has been a key concern for educational systems. Different conceptions and practices coexist. In many educational systems, SSE has become a key strategy, in connection with school’s external evaluation. SSE can be defined as a systematic process in which well-considered participants describe and evaluate the functioning of the school for the purposes of making decisions and undertaking actions in the context of school development. As an evidence-based process, it involves gathering information from a range of sources, and then making judgements to bring about improvements in students’ learning. Therefore, SSE builds on and develops the process of school development planning. SSE often relies on collecting data from teachers, students and other stakeholders as participants in the everyday life of the school with insightful information regarding it. Several existing evaluation frameworks (from governments or literature) that define steps, or a cycle, and areas or dimensions, and even standards, are commonly used to structure and guide the process of SSE.

In DEAPS, a conceptual framework was devised about distributed evaluation and planning in schools as a way of approaching SSE that intersects participatory approaches to evaluation and distributed leadership, as well as student and parent voice in education. The conceptual framework identifies and relates concepts pertaining to those three areas.

The conceptual framework is based on an analysis of the literature surveys conducted by the partners in each country and internationally. The process reflects a qualitative data analysis, which involved reading, coding, re-reading and drafting suggested overarching themes and concepts that fitted within each theme. After a list of important themes was identified, we researched and synthesized literature both from the field of SSE, participatory evaluation, distributed leadership and stakeholder voice in education. The draft that emerged from this process was shared and discussed among partners. The important features of each theme and possible connections between them and with other topics was refined.

The more relevant features from the intersection between participatory evaluation and distributed leadership that were identified are: knowledge and processes seen as an emergent property of a group or network of interacting individuals; openness of the boundaries of evaluation to include the perspectives and participation of different stakeholders (i.e. who has a part to play or a voice to be heard), and acknowledgment of different and varied expertise as distributed across the many (teachers, students, parents, etc.). The discussion will be based on core concepts from participatory evaluation and from distributed leadership and how they connect to research on stakeholder participation/voice in Education, in the context of SSE. Research on ways of analysing participation in evaluation and planning and ways to analyse power and purpose are mobilized for the discussion about conditions and strategies necessary for Distributed Evaluation and Planning.

The paper also deals with implications of the DEAPS framework for SSE, particularly the need for development of evaluation capacity throughout the organisation and for evaluation frameworks that account for and clarify how parents and students can be involved in the process, and suggest roles for parents and students in the evaluation process.

Key Words: Participatory Evaluation, Distributed Evaluation, Leadership, Student Voice
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